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Our Celestial Visitors

ABOUT THIS BOOK AND THE AUTHOR

Through a series of unusual events the author came to recognize
that our planet is experiencing celestial visitations today, and that
this world is under the supervision of agencies which report directly
to our Creator. As a result of these discoveries he had a striking
spiritual experience late in 1967. Since that time he has devoted his
energies to the study and purpose of revelation.
This book is a report on his investigations into our celestial visitors,
and their program of genetic and spiritual rehabilitation. He reviews
the history of contact with this world, the abduction phenomenon, the
role of the Contactees, and how revelation provides insight into the
operations of celestial administration.
The author prayerfully hopes this work will help others understand
the celestial activities surrounding our planet today, the path of unfolding planetary destiny, and our contribution to God=s program of
time.
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OUR CELESTIAL
VISITORS
A program in
Planetary Rehabilitation
Ernest P. Moyer
With the onset of the UFO phenomenon in the United States in
1947 we witnessed a series of unfolding events, one after another,
from simple sighting of objects, to
the claims of Contactees, to the
more fantastic abduction phenomenon, to the possible interference of
the United States Government C all
of which left us deeply worried,
puzzled, and confused. What truly is
going on?
What meaning do the amazing
crop formations in England and elsewhere around the world have for us?
What is their significance? Who is
creating them? How are they related
to the UFOs?
How are the mysterious animal
mutilations connected to all of this?
In this book Ernest Moyer ties
the pieces together in a comprehensive and masterful review. He shows
the role played by the Contactees in
providing information to help us understand the larger phenomena, as
well as understanding the evidence
collected by the abduction investigators.

When unfolded into this broad
perspective we find that the celestial
activities derive from a high heavenly
administration, and that the purpose
is to salvage a world ruined by a rebel
Planetary Prince, and the default of
biological uplifters we know as Adam
and Eve.
We also find that a program of
revelation began four thousand years
ago, coordinated to help us understand without voiding the right of
each of us to make up our own
minds.
The heart of this process is to
selectively preserve for the future of
this world more devout and more
intelligent human stock.
On such foundations God will
construct a beautiful new world. It is
our choice if we will contribute to the
building of the golden ages and righteous generations to come.
That is what it is all about.

